The Haunting Of Blackwych Grange
Ebooks Gratuit

For almost a century now, Blackwych Grange has been left locked and abandoned. But when a
team of researchers gains permission to enter the house and monitor for ghosts, a dark presence
begins to stir.Paula is thrilled when she's invited to join the team. Soon, however, she starts to
regret her choice.Something lurks in the dark rooms of Blackwych Grange, something that seeks
vengeance. Many years ago, a young woman named Elizabeth Marringham lived in the house with
her vicious uncle. Today, more than a century and a half after Elizabeth's death, does her vengeful
spirit still roam the house's corridors? And if so, what does she want?
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I don't generally like horror stories, and while this may be considered a horror book, it had plenty of
mystery, suspense, and no real gore. I liked that the characters were very distinctive and there was
no doubt of each of their personalities. The nasty guy was REALLY nasty; the poor, orphaned girl
was exactly what I expected; all the characters were very well detailed. There were certainly enough
unexpected twists and turns to keep any mystery fan engrossed for hours on end. In my estimation,

it was worth reading, and I'll be looking for more books by Amy Cross!

Unless you enjoy reading about rape, child abuse, torture, murder and other vile subjects. This book
description suckered me but good! I thought I was going to be reading about a paranormal
investigation. Instead I got the afore mentioned lot, set in varying time periods.I will never read this
author again! To add insult to injury of a terrible story, I had to suffer from her sloppy writing and
lack of attention to detail! She refers to a character as 60 years old, when in fact he could be no
younger than 74, by her own writing a few chapters before. Oh and let's talk about "Harold" whose
name suddenly changes to Gerald, Clara who becomes Carla for an entire chapter before changing
back, and the surname of Daniel was clearly stated as "Lester" in his chapter, only to be referred to
later as "Jones." Sloppy, sloppy SLOPPY!Please heed my warning and "leave this book!" Don't
waste your time! Just awful.

I've noticed with Amy Cross that there are always small mistakes in her books and usually I don't
mind too much. This time though... Names change all over this one. Clara turns into Carla, that one
really got to me and at one point the house was Blackthorn Grange.I know people make mistakes,
but where is the editor here? I have a friend who is a writer, I proof read and point out simple
mistakes like the ones that run rampant in this book. This would have been a five star rating if there
hadn't been so many mistakes.

Wow, I really enjoyed the story of Blackwych Grange. Masterfully written, it had all the elements for
a frighteningly spooky ghost story. If you enjoy a good paranormal or horror story, you should enjoy
this. But, I will note,that it should be read by mature individuals, because it contains some graphic
details that would be disturbing to some.

One of her best yet. I found myself wanting to know more about the past, however. The present day
people were slightly hard to care about after reading the story of Elizabeth. Still a great read,
though.

A very well-told ghost story. Not the usual silly romatic stuff. Good reading. I recommend it four a
rainy day.

As usual, Amy Cross has a decent plot but her female characters are ALWAYS weak and a bit

stupid. Also, I believe the author rushed through the writing and forgot the storyline. One of the
characters gravestones shows she's 32 (several times), and yet she was in her early 20's. Another
time, the author called the home Blackthorn Grange. I have read many of the authors books and
she has talent. I just wish she wasn't in such a hurry to pump out several books a year. Maybe then
I would actually care about the leading characters. She definitely needs to work on building
believable characters and l for one would love to see the protagonist show at least some semblance
of intelligence.

I liked this book but I kinda figured out what was going to happen. The author is great for giving me
goose bumps and the characters are always engrossing. But it was another of the usual ghost story
where the spirit is constantly victimizing some poor soul. But all in all, scary and entertaining.
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